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Grand Master: The Beast, Hare Razorz: Endo and HT2, Hash
Cash: Pheregnome, Hash Tag: Good ‘n’ ‘Ard, Hash Haberdash:
Rover
drakeh3.co.uk

Upcoming Runs:
Date: 09/05/2022
Hare
: Gullybull
Location : Venford Reservoir (SX685 751)
On Down: The Tavistock Inn

Post Mortem - Run # 1949
Hare: Loupy assisted by Crackle Snaffler

Hashers: Justin Tyme, Gully Bull, Tumbleweed, Beast, Snake Hips, Good ‘n’ ard, Bog snaffler, Goldfish,
Charlie.

Venue: Sharpitor pond carpark
We arrived at the pond in the rain which had just started before our hares had set off to lay their live trail.
Luckily for us the rain stopped and we ditched the jackets just before 7:30. We set off uphill of course,
following a clear trail of generous dots not pausing to admire the misty view. Unusually the clear and
generous dots continued for the whole trail. Crackle must have supplied the sawdust.

There was a fair amount of up and down before Snake Hips and Beast magically appeared at the top of
Sharpitor with pockets full of sweets for the regroup. Newcomer Charlie couldn’t stomach any more after
refuelling on Haribo before the run and Good n ard complained about being thirsty. He must have been
taunted by the view of the reservoir between the clouds.

We set of again downhill before ending up back at the top for a scramble across Leather Tor. Somehow the
hares still had ample supplies of sawdust left and the trail kept going for another loop where Crackles car
could be seen getting towed away into the distance. Anything to avoid being caught.
The Walkhampton provided the chips and drinks to wash the fruit pastels down. Goldfish had a bowl of
chips to himself for once in the absence of Dallas and Pherognome but foolishly decided to share anyway.
On On,
Gullybull

